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INDIVIDUAL DIPPENSNONS IN
INTELLIONNOR, GRADE AONIBINKONT AND MONS
DACKORCUND PROM TON 4th CHADN TO THE Oth

(BADE IN A PORTLAND MADE SCHOOL

this paper was prepared in order thmt the writer might better ao.

quaint himself with the rouge and some of the attributes of a very few

of the thousands of individual differenoes, espesie11, as Um** were

found in the particular school in whieh he was teaching, and night

dopt better ways of coping with these individual differense" as far

as possible under the oircumstanses.

There are many kinds of individual differsnoes. Ailport (1, p. 171)

gives 13400 adjective' and nouns that describe or name individual

traits* Naturally, there is a great overlapping among thee', and they

are nearly all words or terms in common usage. ?ewe these &royal

defined, hoverer, for the reason that people prefer not to agree upon

any mast meanings far any of these terms. It is such easier not to.

There is little close agreement about the amounts of these traits that

are most desirable, even if they vere measurable; and, by reason of

leek of agreement upon definitions, they are not at present measurable

exeept in a few instances.

Cason (4, p. 224m231) gives a shirt ist of 217 traits that were

selected as the most annoying to the most people; for example, a person
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losing his tower, or a mannish woman.

Gomm (7, Part ix* p. 10), writing on character *donation, lists

many ways in which children can fall short of desirable behavior, his

major list containing the 02 items *Joh occur most frequently.

In consideration of the broad scope of this field of individual

differences, the writer decided to make an analysis of a very few on

which the best records were available in the Lour* 'horst Elementary

School in Portland, Oregon. The differences on which the most

ble records were available were chronelosimal age, intelligence quo.

tient, the average grade achievements and the occupational grouping

of the parents.

The edueational journey of pupils through grade school has been

compared with a coast -to -coast trip by three sera. The first ear was

of a famous brand in prime condition, new tires, new motor, good driver,

and in general prepared to do the best kind of a job in delivering ime»

sewers mess the country. The second *whine was a mediunt.prieed ear

somewhat core than well broken in, just fair tires, fair motor, and

half. worn brakes. The third one was a very poor vehicle with thin tires,

worn all.consuntng motor, and faulty steering gear.

The story of their trip across the country is easy to tell. The

first car was well ahead by the end of this first day. By the end of

the second day, it had increased its lead still more because the second

ear had suffered a blcre.ot. As for the third ears by the end of the

second day, it was laid tip for repairs. As the ears traveled on, the

excellent car of course gained more and more on the second oar. The

third car gave up altogether before getting over the Rocky Mountains

and a fanner bought it for the mining gear out of which he planned
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to make a wagon.

The recognition of difficulties due to individual different)** is
evidenced in the earliest records of man. The cave man and his erode

drawings left indication of the difference in ability among warriors.
Hercules demonstrated a marked individual difference in physical powers.

Helen of Troy was set apart from other women of her day by her maul
beauty. Cleopatra was certainly of unusual type and recognised as such
by both Caesar and Anthony. The natter of individual differences in
temperament or poor adjustment is =amplified by Achilles sulking in

his tent.
The early New England schools recognised that some children were

different in being unable or unwilling to do their regular school work.
They applied liberally the word, dunce. Before 11170, a small, per cent

of those in school got beyond the fourth grade. As more and more pupils

began to enter high school, the problem became more acute and, by 100,

these variations in ability to do school work successfully were rem"»
nixed in speeches and publications.

The pupil unable to most the requirements of hie grade was failed

and becalm "retarded". Retardation usually meant truancy, delinquency,

and wholesale early withdrawals from school. By 100, the superio.
tendents (8, p. 162) of larger cities began to record their concern
over the problem in their annual. reports.

It is likely that even than educators were beginning to realise
the significance of the curve of tassel probability. Its meaning, so-

cording to Barley (6, p. 164, is simply this:
Very few people have a lot of whatever is being
measured; very few people have a mull amount
of it; and most people have a fair amount of it.
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This statonont holds, regardless of whether,'
are meaouring height, intolligsnos, knowledge
of mathematics, or social skills. This idea
about people possessing traits in varying degroaa
existed in our grading syston and in our thinking
long before statisticians and oduoators borrowed
the newel curve expression from other fields of
eathematies and made it over into a convenient

odusetional tem

above has been put into peroontages that run as follows,

About 1 per cent of the popalation is said to

have an I. Q. below 70, S per mint is said to
have an I. Q. botwson 90 amd 79, 14 per oast

have an I. Q. between CO and 89-, 90 per sent
have an X. Q. between 90 and 99, another 30
per cent have an Y. Q. batmen 100 and 109,

14 per cent have an I. Q. between 110 and 119,
5 per cog have an I. Q. between 120 and 129,
and 1 per cent have an I. C. over Ms (9 p. 650).

Ths above carve or curve of normal probab&lity doubtless applies

to all other individual difforoness as well as to I. Q. Children of

the same ago will differ instill, ability to adjust socially, and in

ability to somprohond the instraction that they roadie as well as in

all or almost any personality traits. They differ so mush in *shim's.

mint free grads to grad. that sows *Huth graders are superior to mmao

eighth graders; and there, are first and second graders who are bettor

than a few of the fourth graders.

Tim best pupils in any grads tyre di+atlatmt1,y bettor than the poor.

est in any grads next above them. U the best one-fourth of the or.

dinary sixth grade replaced the poorest one -fourth of the eighth grad.,

the eighth grade would thereby booms mom unifona in achievement. Any

group of children in doing simple atilt/mortis problems will vary consider.

ably in the number dons corrootly. One or two of the most able pupils

will do throe to sin times as manylmoblems as one or two of the slowest.

The others will seatter in between. in spelling, one boy had twenty
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words out of 100 right while his classmate had ninet ix. Differences

in ;peed of reading between the fastest and slowest pupil lathe same

grade maybe as mumh as a ratio of nine to one.

These differences of ability are to befound in high school, in

college, and in the world outside of both. One study (2, p. 1070.111)

of students in prominent eastern colleges showed that many college

students have wide differences in abilities to read. Many read throe

times as fast as other college students. Reading comprehension on the

same basis of eomparison gave the same results.

Berson (14, p. 468) agreed with the conclusions of Sorenson (20),

Burton (3), and many others. Bs showed that in one arithmetic test

the best fourth grade pupil exmelled the performing,. of more than half

of the eighth grads pupils. Be found pupil. in grades five and six

equalling or excelling the achievements of Navin grades seven and

eight. Pupils in the third grade show educational achievement equal

to the weakest in the eighth grads.

Children of any age group have common traits or eharaetertstlos,
but vary in the amounts of these traits which they possess. For this

reason, they differ as individuals, making attention to their individual

problems necessary. It is impossible for any two children in any elms,

to have the OUP inherited tendencies or to be influenced by exaetly

the same factors in home, school, and other environments.

Six cliffs:woos do not seem to be so great nor so important for

learning as once thought. Boys are usually more active sat aggressive

and less neat than girls. Bop possess funds of information from reading

and fron outside contact. in some fields that girls do not haves and



vies versa. As edvi].iutionn beco more c lox, there seems to be

less and lees difference in the informational backgrounds for boye and

girls, As a whole, the bay* are more pagnaolous and impatient of roe.

trail*, girls moredocile and sympathetic. The differences in interest

in certain fields and *pedal skills meld appear to be the result at

training or social pressure, but today there is a feeling in some War

tors that semen are inferior. There is no real difference in mental

ability between the sexes.

Large numbers of individuals have been easrefali Y examined, and

teetS prosrame have been very thorough and extensive to determine

that there an or are not sex differences in educational abilities,

There seem to be no significant general differences of educability

between the sexes. There maybe differenees in special traits. Women

seem to show linguistic superiority. As a group, they tend to begin

spew* earlier in life. They use Unser and more ample* sentences

and larger vocabularies. On the whole, they show superior aokievement

in reading, language, grammar, and literature from the first grade

through college. There seems to be a definite and fairly well-emaked

male eAperiorityin mechanical and manipulative performanee. Differ.

ones. between boys and girls are probably due to differences in tn.

dition, treatment, expectation and opportunity, but this has not been

established esientifically. There sway to be no ground at all for

believing that there is anything in the original nature of boys and

girls which requires differential educational treatment or differr

ential educational policies. The chief exosption, of coarse, is that

girls consistently show an earlier physiological. and *octal maturatien

than do bays. Differences of treatment, when justifiable, are en
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social grounds and not on grounds of innate sex differences.

Just as there are differences among Individuals, so there are f
forename among localities. School populations in different localities
are found to differ markedly from one another. The semi is true of dif.
toreros* between *shoots in poor and good sections of the sone eity.

it mold seem best not to give the impression that all individual
differences are bad or that what Is really desired is uniformity among
all the people. There Is a need for leaders, followers, artists, we
kora, sad ASV other types in our *ohms of things. Progress is this
product of uniqueness. Advanessent in politics, meehanies, art, liter.
attar*, scions*, and mato comas from the atypical individual. Somewhere

in the United States today site the child eh* will be president of the

United State* in 1975. If only we knew what provisions for improving

his individual difference load be established. Perhaps too often
differencies have been reapplied arl cleverly directed toward a center,
a median, or norm rather than encouraging their development outward

toward the periphery of most owlets attainment.
individuals ibr a long time have tried to classify each other aeon.-

ding to their differenees. Once there was talk about humors. Later there
were 'behaviorists', ougentets, end others with new theories or outlook'.

Oospulsory school - .attendance lane aid the tendeney to raise the een .

pulaory age hiker and higher was sat is a strong factor in the self un-
otion of the graded school. spotem. These laws were motivated by good

intentions, but the backward pupils for mho' the schools were not fitted
were and are denied the relief of leaving school. The depression prior

to the war did not make this problem any easier.

Very soon after the adoption of the graded school system, school

administrator, gradually began to think in tense of adapting the *shod



eapabilitios of basklatrd pupils. One of the improve.

sante sf education, the objective test1 increased the underetandins of

mentally atypical. pupils. Another helpful factor has been the &seep.

tense of evidenes throughout the aountry that there are different kinds

of abilities*

The inoesent tem is an to organise a a*
ding to their abili Its present sehool system based on

graded glasses is, in general the best known* lt has suss advantages

but also weaknerses and needs intelligent lead adaptation and media-

mitten

Inn the or history of the high sehool, high eshaels retire few

and highly selective of their pupils, ?heir curriculum vas designed.

for the superior pupils* About the beginning of the present sentorylo

the 'Notional and industrial schools were developed for the tmmAreard*

Junior high schools helped in the adaptation of the school system to

the needs of the atypical pupils as veil as in the treamition of all

pupils fronthe grade school to high schools* Teacher training, schools

operated by none cities have opened up new avenges for superior pupils

by allowing them to advance rapidly sad ethers to make up work lest

through it or trona sluinge of residence* atriched eurrieula and

Lowered failure rates have, in turn, degreased the need for sumer wheels*

The owe tendencies that decrease the need far @minor schools also mike

anneal promotions lees objestionable* The plight of the bright pupil set

the fear that he mould be weakened byte(' *Goyim* brought out the need

for giving him some epoolal attention in sehool, not yet generally pea.

vide,*



Attempts to divide children into homogeneous groups are not new.

In the 1879's homogeneoue.abilitygrouping was tried in the high schools

of San Francisco and Boston. The sections were made up according to

scholarship. Now York, Boston, and Cleveland also tried grouping in

the lower grades at an early date. It her been attempted for as long

as we have had group instruction

Leta S. NaLUegeorth (11, p.3) has node a special study of children

clustering at 165 intelligence quotient and Children clustering at 143

intelligence quotient compared for three years in aohievement.

She (12, p. 510-530 also conducted other studies on the amiability

as related to eta differences in achievements indicating that achieve.

mot is not related to the sex of the child. A child of very superior

intelligenoe (13, p. 3-16) is a special problem in social adjustment

according to another paper written by Nollingworth.

Ability grouping should be a means of bringing effective instruh

tiara to all children. Obviously instruction directed to the dull is

not suitable fbr the average and bright, and likewise instruction suit*.

ble for the bright mould not be very satisfying to the average ar dull.

Bright children need muoh less drill and will respond to teaching that

leads them to interpret and relate. They need less direct help from

the teache r. Drills, frequent revises, frequent testing, are deadening

to bright pupils; but are necessary far the dull.

While homogeneous grouping is probably the most familiar device

for dealing sith individual differeneses it does not do all that is

elaimed /tor it by and of itself, nor is it adapted to all situations.
The real test is practical. Do mils in fact learn more under a

scheme of homogeneous grouping? Apparently, on the 'hole, it appears



that they do tort. Sorenson (20, pg. that the amount learned

in different subjeet matter fields in a given time by students of high,
medium, and lye ability does not seem greatly affected by the spread

of capacity in the slase weep in shish they are plaosd. Remegonsens

grouping yields disappointing results 'hen regarded as a pansies* and

ehen sweated to prodoce benefietal results entirely on its own seesust*

Caswell (5, p. 521) condemns ability grouping bemuses of its basis

concepts

It one views the democratic prose's as one
'dish permits the able to rice through their
individeal efforts to positions of power and
leadership and whim* eanditions the lees able
to aeosptanse of such leadership, he will sop.
Pert ability grouping. However, if the demo.
Gratis process is coneldered one in which reel
rasps.* for the personelity of every person
is basic, with leadership resting on the par.
tiotpation of all and shifting from situation
to situation, abilitygrceping will not be
aosepted. A social philosophy as well as a
view of the were and liana of educational
organisation is involved*

The widespread use of inielligenee tests promoted homogeneous

grouping. Drooping within classes instead of by classes offered the

advantages of removing stigma and made possible the application of

the plan to schools of any Rise, In high schools, multiplication of

elective curricula and courses has helped mentally atypical pupils

at both end* of the curve. Special (nurses for the gifted, however,

have had a limited use compared with those far the backward because

the gifted are generally able to take at least fair oars of themselves*

The lowest tan per cent in intElligmnse of most classes is not

capable of doing anything like the maocnt of lark covered by the highest

ten per mint; or for that matter even as such as the middle ten per mi.
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Scootirs chance distrihationaill place the sajority of a class well

toward the upper end of the curve of general ability; sometimes well

toaard the lower end, Fortunately the limits for individual develoPm

sent, while rather rigidly set, are side. On the other hand, it is

also true that original differenses persist. The bright child remains

bright, the dull remains dull. The bright child is also likely to be

physioally motive, soeiallywal developed, and interested ins variety

of things.

In one fourth grad* grosp in the Laurelhuret S1omentary3ehool

there was an enormous rang* in intelligens* quotient levels running

from 91 to 142. There was a spread of ehronologiewl ages from II to

14, and a spewed of mantel ages all the way from standard for the

first to the sixth grade.

There were a tendency for the younger children in the grad* to be

brighter. This is a result which appears consistently all the way from

the first grad* to the senior year in college. Ordinarily, it is peem

Bible to pick out the bright and the dull individuals in a school with'

out using a test hr simply sale Ling those who are below and above

standard age level for the respeetive grades.

Marvell (14, p. 93) raised an interesting and related questimma

At whet intelligence level should these schools
direst their teaching effort and shape their
activities? A person without the tabulated
facts before his might be tempted to replyv 'At
the average,. As a matter of fest, this is pre-
doily what is usually done, whether deliberately
or not. But see where it leaves as. For the first
sekool we may perhaps say that the *average I. (44
level is from 90 to 109, while for the second it
is from SO to 90. It ought to be quite possible
to shape up a realistic policy adapted to children
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who do not differ by more than 20 points in I.Q.
But in the first school we have 21*1 per cent of
our pupils below our average* rating and 27.14
per cent above, while in the second there are 1544
per sent below and 38,5 per cent above. Our policy
will be out aline in the one case for 148,5 per
contend in the other for 04 per cent of those
we are supposed to Berra. Even if we enlarge our
scope and aim in the first school at those between
90 and 119, and in the second at those between 80
and 109, se are still ignoring the needs and mo.
pacities of 51*1 per cent and 39.7 per centre-
spectively, of our groups, and also we are begin.»
tong to lose the advantage of a sharp focus* The
obvious meaning of these facts is that it is in
posehle to devise any uniform sone.-twacks ohm.
cations]. policy which will., to a reasonable degrue,
meet the necessities of the case and the
gations of the school.

Burton (3, P. 531) claims that, ordinarily, three errors are made

by teachers in handling the learning situations (1) to teach exactly

as one wishes to teach, or as a plan book or course of study suggests,

regardless of intelligence level, special ability., Uwe's:ants or

other it of variability with the result that this teacher usually

teaches to the Biddle group in the class' (2) to overstreaw either

extreme and the dull group gets tar more than its share inpatient

coaching orafew way bright and fly gifted children ars ex.

plaited at the expense of the maJoritIn (3) the third error is a
common one with naive thinkers, that is, the teacher understands only

those pupils who approximate her own speed or slimness of thought,

temperament, or other characteristics* Burton emphasises the Ivor.

tome of correct assignments and questioning based on what the pupils

oan do well as *remedy for these errors.

The National Society for the Study of Education (15, p. 27) early

reported that grade groups in elementary schools contaischildren of

a wide range in ability and achievement and frequently of age as well.



In fact, it wedult1 be di. Moult to define the *,rd "grade" if the defi-

nition were to be based on typical praetiose found in elementary schools.

In many systems, action has teen taken to prevent over-ageness, and grade

groups include children of approximately like chronological age yet with

noticeable differenose in mental age. The term "grade" no longer mane

Just what it once did. Various movements have given us schools for the

blind, desfeute, crippled, truants, and other nom typical children, lbw

many years attertion has been called to the further classification of

children not in these special groups. Thom physically normal pupils

differ widely from one another, end further abilitygrouping has long

been suggested as one means of meeting their instructional needs,

In various school system, backward dementarypopils have been

sorted into five identifiable kinds of special classes, (1) The type

called "ungraded", in use even before 11170. This kind of alms has

helped others besides the backwardl for example, pupils who were skip.

pings grade. All colonial schools were perforce 'ungraded". (2)

"Special Classes" were organised in the larger "graded" schools to

give special attention to pupils of retarded mentility'who are edu-

cable under specs al conditions but who cannot be restored to the

regular eetup, (3) A third type has operated to a limited degree

for pupils with intelligence quotients under fifty, or the clearly

feebleminded. (4) A fourth class was designed for pupils who will

eventually go back to regular claspss after long illnesses or to give

special drill to those who were weak in only one or two subjects. (5)

Thr.1 last type of class was a terminal class for overage pupils who

were about to leave school permanent/7 and were well over-age for the

grades in which their viumational quotients would place theism These
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slasontwers designed to give the pupil what he needed meet rather

thanseetore Mato a given school level.

Romogeneous grouping is an attempt to bring together into comm.

ient.sised classes children she are similar in ability, age, industry,

previous experience, and other factors which affect learning.

Types of ability grouping ors, (1) ordinary grade divisions; (2)

homogeneous grouping or ability groups within the grade; (3) special

classes or institutions for feebleminded; (4) opportunity rooms ffts the

gifted or bright; (3) ungraded rooms, theoretically for dull ehildren;

(6) teachers embject.grouping within a class; (7) estrus, requirements

of various sorts, ago and mental age being exesples; (A) subjest groups;

(9) grouping for specialised utilities, such as phyeittal edusatimn,

music, and art.

Other ways of mooting individual differensem by groupings of various

kinds are the organisation of curricula on a two or three track system,

special classes, mashing classes, variations in lead which be ear.

Awed in high school, irregular promotions, ease studies resulting in

special. provisigoo.

It is common sense that we mnetntake instrustional provisions for

individual differenoes. Assignments must be made in sash a was to

provide for individual differences. Questions asked during the mai.

tation must be adjosted to the individual differences present in the

group.

Painter (is, p. 665) summarised the following criteria for grouping

pupils within gradates

1. Ara pupils grouped oath* basis of actual
needs?



2. Do the needs on which groupings are based
lend themselves to treatment in separate groups?

3. Are the child's greatest needs given pries-
demo, even if they cannot be met through the
group arrangement?

4. Does the instruction provided for each group
satisfy the need for which the grouping was made?

3. Is porlsion made for shifting children from
one group to another as needs are satisfied or
as they change in relative importance

6. Do all pupils receive adequate recognition
and eneouragement for any special abilities they
mayhave

7. Is there a socialising program which fro-
quently brings the children flan all. educational
levels together in 000perative eater see?

A committee on the grouping of pupils working wider the imagoes

of the National Society for the Study of Education (13) Listed the DaL-

lowing classification of variables to be used as bases for groupingi

A. Physteal development
1. Chronological Ago
2, Physical Maturity
3, Physiological Maturity
4. Health
5. Height
6. Weight
7. Anatomical Age

S. Intelligens.
S. Intelligence Test Results

a. Raw Score
b. Mental Age

9. Teasheris Ratings, Singly or Average
a. Of Ability to Learn
b. Of Section to Which Pupil Belongs

10, Probable Learning Rate

Achievesont
11. Achievement Test Results

a. Edueational Age
b. Ashisvement Quotient
o. Subject Age or Subject Quotleat
d. Raw Scores on One or More Subject

matter tests.
12. Teachers' Marks in One or More Subjects
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13. Rank in Class

D. ibtivation
110 Ratings or Judgments aa traits

(like Industry and Application)
15. Achievement Quotients or Similar

Indexes (See above)
160 Rank in Class (see 13 above)

Social Fasters
170 Social Age or Maturity
18. Some Environment

V. Special Abilities and Interests
19. Prognostic or Placement Teat Results
20, Special Ability Tests (as in music)

Spacial Disabilities
21, Defective Vision or Hearing
22, Physical Deformitif
234, Speech Defects.

It would seem at first thought that an easy solution to the whole

problem, espeoially in larger schools, mould be to group pupils with
other pupils just like themselves. The first difficulty enamtered

(15, p. 26h) is the impossibility of ever finding a stole class of

pupils with sufficiant4 similar physical capabilities, vises, socio-

autonomic background, chronological ages, school experienoes, and likes,

dislikes, and talents. Mareover, it be pointed out that slow groups

have few who can act as chairman ea leaders of small study groups. On

the other hand, those in rapid progress groups all need chances to pries

tice leadership. It would seem that in a normal situation there is need

for all ranges of ability if pupils bleach range are to benefit to the

amaismok

Rdusators have long recognised the need for individualisation of
work and have triad to solve the pithier' by the Dalton or oontraet plan,

the linnetka plan, the McDade plan, and the Morrison or unit-mastery

plan, and numerous others. "Jhb assignments" were marked out as a
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prior application of this last plan in shop 'work in partieeular. Another

fern of individualisation is aceemplished by any form of special wanking.

Assistant teachers or teachers with special periods for coaching is another

plan or modification of this type of individualisation. Batavia plan

called tor the use of mare people for this nodal work. The use of

superior pupils as aesistant teachers has also been adopted with frequent

good results. Benefits follow in the fOna of service for the backward

pupils, and at the owe time, a fern of enrichment of experiemos for

the superior pupils eh* act as mashes. Student teachers from the train.

ing Wools have aided in coaching and in relieving the regular teasher

in tutoring retarded pupils.

in 1870, the work offered by many schools, having been retained

from the earlier curriculum designed for the *elected few, was too

fieult for pupils of even average ability. Later, the work in moor

schools was modified to the pointn where it was primarily suited only

to the dull and did not furnish euffident challenge to either the aver.

age or gifted children, The earlier 'eye meeting the situation was by

changing the time required for completing the work, but this loft gape

in their training especially if done in the first Pour grades, Superior

children were promoted faster than the average. The slow took more time

because of grade failure and repetition. Modification of work through

orange in coated of the eurriculum benefited both able and backward

pupils. At present, enrichment of work has taken the place of rapid

advancement for able pupils. Enrichment 'layman merely extra meter.

ials beyond the text took or it =yawn the use of such aids as exec,.

since or field trips, extra use of the library, special, projects and
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problems, or special reports, Modification of work necessarily results

In modification of sorting materials with attendant higher cost per pupil

and .z loads an the teachers.

Merichment is, however, more than the inolusien of added educational

materials and activities at a given grade level in order to permit those

Mho have a greater capacitr for work to achieve according to their levels

of ability. llnrichment may not only be an extension of sturdy and activi

tr in the subjectimmatter fields, but miy also Juan& extra activities,

such as dramatics., amiss bird lore, and gardening. In order to reward

individual *not and aohlevemeat, honors and awards of one kind or

another have generally been popular and still are whim thyme honestly

and generously distributed*

AU pupils are helped by the dvvalopnent of cumulative records pre..

viding the teacher will make full use of the records and add to thee in
&provisional artmerip and provided they are complete and up.to.date to

a useful extent. 'fie background of a pupil's home and community and a
history of previous difficulties or achievements all help toward the

understanding of any pupil. It is common practLce to require the home"

roar teacher in grade schools to keep a record in the child's folder,

In many school systems, this folder moves along with the pupil into

high school.

Free insicperiods can aid a pupil to solve his individual problems

by giving him time town* on the subjects in which he is weakest or to

develop a special interest. A feeling of achievmeent that can oases from

the shaping of his own activity in a period of time handled by his own

initiative is very desirable for the mental health of the pupil. A

correlation of subjects can add to the interest and understanding of a
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particular phase of subject-tatter. Social studies, art, and written

or oral English am well be correlated in different projects. Extra-

curricular activities give saws backward children the success neeessary

for maintaining their individual self.respeot aid the respect of others.

More than one boy has finished school in spite of difficulties became

he was able to Ashley, on the athletic field or in music or in ark.

The final and absolute answer to individual differences cannot

be given eepscially when schools are in the present over.crowded con..

dition4 with a shortage of playerouel slops* And IlquiPmpul, classroom

spas., and well-trained teachers.
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It wt ld sesee to the writ er that the diffieultise amount red

in teaching, sash ae those of sei discipline, providing for

inditidat growth, keeping of the child happy, and of providing a

sense of eatiefastion fur each pupil aro intensified by the range of

ability found at the Laarolhurst Elementary School and in all other

similar schools: In theee days of timber shortages, the problem of

meeting thee. vide individual differentiae is particularly acute.

In this etady of a !swot the individual differences of the pupils

in Grades 4A to dB in the Laurelhurat School, the writer attempts to

shoe the ram.* of a few abilities. The data available on the five

upper grades ineludee Metropolitan Ashievwment Teat Seers., Otis In.

UM/um Quotient, ehrenelegisal *go, and eoeupational groupings of

the parents.

The elapses were moll for a 'wheel in Portland, Oregon. This

was due largely to the feet that the building had been originally con-

structed during a period of educational optimism when the school,

ministration had hoped to limit the classes to twenty-five. The rooms

just simply would not hold larger Classes*

In the entire school, from 4A to dB 44 of the aatumn of l%5, the
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sections included* No. 9 4A; No. 10 4B; No. 11 - 5k, No. 12 - 5g

and 6B; No. 13 - 6A; No. 114 - 6B; No. 15 - 7A; No. 16 - 78; No. 17 -

No. 18 8i; and No. 19 - 88.

The range in intelligence quotient in Section 9 4 was from 90

to 142. There were only ten in this group with I. Ws less than 100.

The select nature of the neighborhood undoubtedly functioned as a

factor in the small spread of the I. Q. scores found. The average for

this grade is clearly higher than that of the population as a whole.

The lowest average grade achievement in all subjects was that of

the fifth month in the third grade, The highest grade achievement was

that of the fifth month of the sixth grade. The pupil who had the

highest I. Q., or 112, is outranked by twelve meMbers of her class in

average grade achievement. One of these had an I. Q. of 112, or thirty

I. Q. points lower. Another pupil with an I. Q. of 90, the lowest in

the class, outranked five of his fellows in achievement. However, a

rough relationship between achievement and intelligence is very evi-

dent. There were no unskilled workers among the parents of this

class. Everyone of the skilled tradesmen, of whom there were only

seven, had a highly skilled calling. There were five parents 'beware

in the salaried professional group. The others were clerical workers,

independent business owners, salaried businessmen or independent

professional man. There seems to be little or no relationship be-

tween the intelligence of the child and the occupation of the parent

in this group. This might be expected in the relatively narrow range

of occupation found in this group.

The ages of the children varied from eight years and four months

to ten years and no months. Most of the pupils were in their ninth
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years, The girl with the top achievement is only eight years and four

months of age. No relationship between the sex of the child and

either the achievement or the intelligence quotient appears evident.

The range of intelligence quotient in Section 10 kB was from

95 to 122. The average grade achievement varied trxa an average in

all subjects from the sixth month of the first grade to the fourth

grade and no months. All the youngsters were in either their ninth

or tenth years. All but four bad intelligence quotients of 100 or

more. As in Section 9, there were no unskilled laborers among the

parents. The girls of this group averaged out somewhat better in

both achievement and intelligence than the boys, as maybe seen in

Table II in the appendix.

The range of intelligence quotient in Section II 54t was from 99

to lIl. The highest intelligence quotient and the highest achievement

are found together in the same pupil in this class. This pupil had the

high average achievement of the seventh grade plus four months. By a

peculiar coincidences the pupil who had the lowest intelligence quo-,

tient of 99 also had the lamest average grade achievement of the fourth

grade and four months.

Of the parents in this group, seven were in the salaried prefer-

atonal groups and eight mere salaried businessmen. The others mere

almost entirely clerical workers, independent business owner or Inds.-

pendent professional men, as may be seen in Table II in the appendix.

In Section 12 - 5B and 6A, the range of intelligence quotients was

from 107 to 130. The average grade achievement showed a range from the

fourth grade and five months to the seventh grade and one month. The

person with the lowest I. Q. had the lowest average grade achievement
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and the person with the highest intelligence quotient had the highest

average grade achievement. The wage earners of this group were in the

skilled trades, such as butchers, mechanics, welders, or trolley

operators; but most of the fathers were engaged in the better paid

white collar callings. This may be seen in Table IV in the appendix.

In Section 12 - 6k, there was a range of intelligence quotients

from 79 to 131. The highest grade achievement was that of the sixth

grade and nine months, the lowest was fourth grads and no months. The

pupil with the lowest grade achievement was one of the oldest children

in the class, being exceeded in age by only one other pupil. The pupil

with the highest average grade achievement was not the pupil with the

highest intelligence quotient. The pupil with the second highest in.

telligence quotient of 128 led the class with the highest average grads

achievement. One pupil with an intelligence quotient of 118 was only

fifth from the bottom in terms of average grade achievement, but an

other pupil with an intelligence quotient of only 79 stood thirteenth

from the bottom in grade achievement. Her case should be an inspire.

tim to teachers or parents who are confronted with pupils of low in-

telligence quotients but good industry. Possibly, however, her intel-

ligence quotient should be checked by giving her another intelligence

test. The wage earners fOr this group were all in the skilled trades- -

mechanics, printers, electricians. Most of them were in the higher pay

brackets among white collar workers, as mey be seen in Table V in the

appendix.

Section 114 6H was led by a pupil with an intelligence quotient

of 152 and an average grade achievement of the eighth grads and no

months. The large range of this class is shown by contrasting the
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lowest average grads achievement of fourth grade and six months and the

lowest intelligence quotient of SI. This is an unusual section in that

there is one pupil with an intelligence quotient of 152, one with 145,

one with 1U4, one with 143, one with 135, and several with intelligence

quotients in the 1201e. The large range of ability in this class, the

superior home backgrounds of many of the pupils in terms of opportnni»

ties to travell home science laboratories and music lessons made the

rocs unnsual4 challenging to the teacher. Among the parents of this

group were eight wage earners, all skilled workers. The parentsof the

remainder were in white collar classifications in the higher income

brackets. This maybe seen in Table in the appendix.

In section 15 71, the range of intelligence was from 83 to 132.

Tn this group were nine pupils with intelligence quotients of lees than

100 making it a rather slow group in contrast with some of the other

sections in the school. The range of average grads achievement was

from fifth grade and six months to telth grade and nine months. The

lowest pupil in achievement also possessed the lowest intelligence

quotient. The second in average grade achievement was first in in..

tolligence quotient. Nearly half of this group had parents who were

skilled tradesmen. There were no independent professional work:ere

among the parents of this class, and the percentage of salaried pro-

fessional was less than with most classes in this school.

Section 16 - 71 and 78 bad a range in intelligence quotient of 90

to 136. The average grade achievement was between the sixth grade and

five months to the tenth grade and no months. The highest pupil in inw

telligence led all others in average grade achievement by a comfortable

margin. The lowest in intelligence quotient was also lowest in average
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grade achievement. The class ranged in age from eleven years and no

months to thirteen. years and eleven months. As might be expected, the

oldest child was also lowest in achievement and intelligence. The

youngest child of the group had an intelligence quotient of 129, but an

average grads achievement of only eight yearn. The parents of these

children earned their living in ways typical of the comemmatr, largely

white collar or professional, endeavor in the higher income brackets.

This mgr be seen in Table VIII in the appendix.

Section 17 w 81 had a range in intelligence quotient of 80 to 1116.

The range in grads achievement was fifth grads and seven months to ninth

grade and seven months. The lowest in intelligence quotient was also

lowest in average grade achievement, and the highest in intelligence

ranked next to the top in grade achievement" The range in ages vas

slight, being from twelve years and six months to fourteen years and

three months. According to the normal expectancies, the brightest

younster in the class was also the youngest. The parents were mower

from the professional independent business or better paid clerical oc-

cupations. This maybe seen in Table IX in the appendix,

In section 18, another group of 8k pupils, there was a range in int./.

ligeuce quotient of 76 to 135. The average grade achievements ranged from

sixth grade and two months to tenth grade and two months. Once again

the lowest intelligence quotient and grade achievement, as well as the

highest intelligence quotient and grade achievementwere received by

the ease two individuals. The range in ages of this class was not extreme,

being from twelve years and three months to fourteen years and four months.

The youngest member of the class ranked second in both intelligence quo.

tient and average grade achievement. The older members of the class were
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well down the list in Loth achievement and intelligence quotient. The

professions of the parents were consistent with the general timid of

the community, that is, there were five independent professional. people

among the parents of this class. The other parents owned their own

businesses or wore salaried business or salaried professional mss plus

a sprinkling of skilled tradesmen; This maybe seen in Table X in the

appendix.

The range in intelligence quotient in section 19 BB was from 94

to 139. The group ranged in average grade achievement from eeventh grade

and no months to tenth grade and elm months. The pupil, with the highest

grade achieve's:Int was second in intelligence quotient. The pupil with

the lowest grade achievement had an intelligence quotient of 114. In

the opinion of the writer, this boy did not have any higher achievement

be cruse of a home condition. His mother was a widow and had to work very

hard to maintain the stem:lards of the community. The boy himself was not

always sure of himself and seemed unhappy much of the time. Even so, this

is but a grade and a half retarded in grade achievement. The range in age

was from twelve years and ten months to fifteen years and four months.

There mire but few wage earners among the parents. However, in this par.

titular Class there was only one independent professional man among the

fathers. Most of the parents were in the higher paid brackets of the

white collar workers, as nay be seen in Table XI in the appendix.

Certain trends would seem to be evident throughout the various sea*

time. For ore thing, there were virtually no pupils with intwiliffews

quotients of less than 90 and a normal percentage of less than 100. The

pupils of this school would seem to be a selected group in terms of the

normal range throughout all sections. It is interesting to note that
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even in this sore mhat superior school the beet of the fourth graders
had better achievesent than the poorest of the eighth graders, This

is a normal situation and is true in most schools. The parents were

definitely in a *sleet group in term of income and occupation. There
were no unskilled laborers listed among the occupations of the parents.

Even with superior home and mmuminity backgrounds and an excellent

school environment, many of the children were not working at the lessons

to the extent that one might reasonably expect from studies of similar
children and chat may be reasonably expected of them.
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THE HOME ROOM

The room of particular interest to the writere this paper was,

of course, his own room, section 14, oomPosod of 37-63 pupils. This

group provided the biggest range of intelligence quotient in the Laurel.

burst Elementary School, that is, from Sl, second from the bottom in the

entire school, to 152, the highest in the entire school. One pupil volkh

145 I. Q. and one with 344 I. Q. wore also superior to all of the pupil*

in the other emotions.

Seventeen or nearly half of these pupils had intelligenoe quotients

of 115 or more, Fifteen of them had intelligence quotients of 120 or

higher. Certainly their abilities were not in accord with the normal

curve of distribution for all children. The range in average grade

achievement in this class was only three years and four months. This

would indicate that the pupils in the higher brackets of intelligence

were not achieving up to their ability in comparison with the norms tar

children of their ages and abilities. In the opinion of the writer, the

teachers of these children have been concerned in bringing them up to

grade achievement but not in developing their full possibilities. It

is likely that spat of the teachers this group has had have been OM*

corned over the bringing up to grade average of the lamest pupils rather



than in developing the full abilities of the brighter pupils.

The range in achievement in reading varied from fourth grade and

six months to ninth grade and no months. The lowest aohlevement might

be somewhat sonsistent vdth the intelligence quotient of 93, but Ger

Way the highest achievement of ninth grade and no months was not eon".

*latent with an intelligence quotient of 152. ?fourteen of the group were

below grade level in readings an average of about ten years below grade

level.

The ranges in age for this group wsm about the same as those of

the other classes in this school, the youngest in the Class being ten

year, and ten, months of age, and the oldest twelve years and three months,

or a difference of one year and five months* This is an anemallysmall

difference for a clams in any school. There was onlyone.half month dif

ference between the chronological ages of the youngster with the highest

achievement and that of the pupil with the lowest sohlevenent* The very

youngest in this class, ten years and ten months of age, stood fourth

from the top in achievement and the two oldest at twelve years and three

months each stood thirty fourth and thirty6fifth out of thirty seven

in elms ranking. Even in this group there is a noticeable tendency

for the younger children to stand near the top of the class in achieve.

neat and fbr the older children to be near the bottom.

The occupational groupings represented by the parents of this group

ranged about the same as the typical, elass in this school, with emphasis

on the salaried professional and skilled tradesmen* No conclusions eon..

corning the placement of the youngsters in achievement or intelligence

in relation to the occupation of the parents in this particular Glass
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firm parent alloyed good incomes. Many of

parrots ha+d inherited y seeking it possible for then to live in this

exclusive residential d triot.

The individual differenoes a the pupils were evident in terms

o r than grade achievement or One pupil with very average

scores in both intelligens* and average grade achievement had marked shame-

teristies of leadership and athletic ability. Other pupils would do what

he wanted then to in any activity outside of the classroom. The pupil

with the highest intelligence quotient was rather shy and did not down-

strata partisularly marked evidenoes of being able to provide leadership.

The lowest in intelligence quotient likewise ens not well endowed in

term of leadership or athletic ability. Me meet have suffered frua.

tration on every front. It is a wonder that he vas not more of a dis-

cipline problem thin hews*.

One toy whose father was an elsstrisal ewer of hi,ghn calibre

had a basement with considerable science equipment Science was the

boy's hobby, and he actually used this *dame equipment. The outside

interests of these youngsters varied a great deal, ranning the gamut

of science to prisefighting. Many -were rather aememplished in Rorie

and one had outstanding artistic ability.

One pupil weighed 147 pounds with less than five feet of height.

This burden of werweigtt made it necessary for hint* wear men's clothing

tat to fit him. He did not achieve in any line of work and probably, as

a consequence, was more or less of a discipline problem at times,

There can be no doubt that due to the rise of the slags, the range
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backgrounds of the ambers of this class, this group presented as

groat an opportunitysmd as great a challenge to the teacher as any

other section in this entire school.
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Attempts to Mast the Problems of individual
Differences in the Ables Roam

In a class en the sixth grade level, individual differences to

be met during,the home -.room period seem to center about reading. In

the sehedule for upper grade pupils in the Laurelhurst Elementary

School, the subjects taught in the home.room were language arts, vhish

included reading, spelling, granular, and oralEnglish and the social

studies. This last, in this particular grade, was centered about the

countries of South America. Arithmetic, art, =nual training, and

home making were taught by other teachers in the traditional fora of

classes.

In this particular class, the range in achievement in reading

varied from fourth grade and six months to ninth grade and no months.

The lowest achievement found was consistent with the intelligence quote'.

lent of 93 in the same pupil. The pupil with the highest achievement

of ninth grade and no months had an intelligence quotient of 152. It

would seem that an intelligense quotient as high as this would easily

enable the pupil to be more than two years and four and one-half months

above her grade level in reading. Her chronological age was eleven years

and three and one-half months, and her mental age was sixteen years and

eight months, a difference of five years and four and one-half months.
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The following efforts were made to meet the individual differenees

in reading. Each child toe given a reader on approximately his grade

leave].., Each day there would be a warteaup test of five sdnutess that is,

the class would be asked to read as vigorously as they could for a timed

period of five minutes as a practice session for a ace -mi nute test that

vas to follow. Immediately following the fivsoinute periods there was

a tined test period of OM stimuto At the end of that times, each young,

meter counted the exact lumber of words that he had reads and entered

this fact in his record for that particular dots. Most of the pupils

actually counted each word in each sentence. Some of the youngsters

lotopt their record in graph forms others merely kept a straight aecount..

ing of it on a regular piece of paper* Their records in my case merely

*hosed the data and the nuMber of words read according to their own

counter in a cne.mminute period. There were no tests of comprehension

of the material read. The exerciae would have been more valuable if

there had been.

They were not graded on this procedure and were urged not to be

cencerned if some other pupils were doing betters but rather to see how

=eh coneentration each could put an his ant problem. There yea no

kind of cheek on the work done beyond an inspection of the records and

a personal conference now and then. It was explained to them that they

could not expect to make gains every day but must expect to drop dorm

in speed an some days. The only emphasis was on concentration during

the reading test.

One bay reported a gain in speed from ninety nine wards a minute

on November 5, 1916 to a high of 620 words s *dilute or January 3, 191,6*



As to the assurany of his report, we have only the following evidence.

According to a Metropolitan Reading Test administered 6eptesber 22, 1945,

and a later form of the same test administered in January, 1946, his

growth in reading rose from fifth wade and semen months to seventh grade

and two months in that term, A gain of one year end five months, or

nearly three terms work in one. The pupil with an intelligence qua

of 152 gained one year and six wonthe in reading achievement, or over

three terms, in the one term that she was in this room. These scores

were, again, from the Metropolitan Reading Test. The pupil with an

telligenee quotient of 145 gained two years and eight months in reading

achievement, or nearly six terms gained in one term a time. At the eod

of the term, there were only four below grade level in reading achieve.

ment, and three of these were much nearer grade level than they had been

at the beginning of the term.

It would seem that the emporia**s of this class would Justify the

use of time.reedingrdth books on the reader's grade level. The writer

is pure that if the pupils are not convinced of the value of what they

*redoing and are not sold enough on the Mee to attempt to concentrate

vigorously* little value will come of timed reading even though the

reeding test be made at grade level.

In cider to develop interest, a class librarian was appointed to

give out library books and maintain a record of books read. If there

was no interest in reading, there was no necessity for reporting an

a library book. Some of the books were reported to the class as a

whole. In other instances, the class librarian listened to a report

on the book. In any event, in order to receive credit for having read

the book, the pupil had to be able to tell something about it.
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The record of the books read consisted of a class roll on heavy

cardboard thumb-tacked to the bulletin board. For each book read, a

star was put on the roll after the reader's name. The number of books

varied from only two to forty three. The number or kind of book read

did not enter into the grade entered on the pupil's report card, nor

were there erg limitations as to the length or type of book. Interest

alone was the sole factor in the choosing and reading of a book.

With the help of the librarian, books on the reader's level ware

stressed. Some pupils read more difficult and technical books, and

others were intrigued by books below their grade level. In any case,

the desire of the individual pupil was the chief factor involved in the

selection of his books for free reading.

In connection with this, there sae a free reading period at the

end of the day three days a week. This time was used to make up back

assignments, to do the next day's lessions, or to read whatever books

the youngsters desired. The choice was ordinarily that of the pupils.

One other afternoon a week was devoted to shop for the boys and home-

making for the girls. The free period on the rereining day of the week

was spent in the library under the guidance of the librarian.

The city libraries also gave book lists to the children and en-

couraged them to read. In addition to these resources, there were

nearly a hundred books of varying grade levels, mostly on the social

studies, in the room itself. These were available to all, and could

be checked out at night with the pupil librarian.

Oral English was practiced in a class meeting period at the begin-

ning of the afternoon home-room session. This activity was the pupils'

awn choice. They elected officers and appointed committees. Each
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youngster, fmmn tin* to time, made reports on news items that he owo-

eidered of interest. All members of the class participated to some

degree, eon to a considerable extent and others only occasionally,

In addition to this, each member of the class subscribed to a weekly

memoir's, Current Events, Thin provided opportunity for individual,

reports in terms of special articles, cross -mod pussies, and *Lori

One day amok this little magazine was used as material for the English

assignment.

Individual interest in other phases of activity were not handled

in the hums room but were mot in a physical education program that proi.

vided, as far as possible, different group levels of achievement in

Physical education and in the safety patrol, The latter was an organ-

isation of older pupils designed to get the primary youngsters home

without their being involved in traffic accidents, The arithmetie was

taught by a special teacher who kept a complete record of each pupil and

who allowed each one to work at his own rate of speed. She strove, how

ever, to have all pupils finish all the work on their grade levels, The

art was taught bye special art teacher who was very cooperative and

apparently was happy to assign art mark that fitted in math the work

being done in social studies. while this class was studying South Amer&*

in the home-roan, they were aslant; lantern slides on South American sub

.eots in art. Music was also taught by a special teachers She gave an

opportunity for growth to those especially talented. Writing was not

required of those pupils who were able to achieve a certain level, on a

tandardized writing scale, Instruction in writing was limited to fifteen

minutes three times a week for the others. It was done in the hoses-rocsa
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great deal of attention as a part of the reading program. Supplementary

books on the social studies were on different grade levels and written

from various apaches. Besides those in the school library, there

were more than a hundred selected books in the home-room itself.

Some formal grammar was taught about twice a week. A spelling

-book provided in some measure car individual differences in thst

a re-test was given on each list of new words. The pupil that had most

of them right on the pre-test had few now words to study. The pupil

that missed a long list of words had considerable to do.

In all activities of this class mom, the responsibility of the

individual to himself was emphasized. At all times, his progress in

terms of his previous achievement was emphasized.



CONCLUSIONS

At first thought it might seem that in a oommunit where all

children were well dressed well fed, well housed and in a molmmuttty

where the great majority of parents were earning more than average

ineomes because of superior training and shility,there would be no

dull children. Certainly the intelligence quotient scores indicate

that there is a tendency for the children of this school to test

above ewers", but residence in this commexity does not guarantee

an average intelligence quotient. There were numerous pupils in the

school below 90 I.Q.

As might be expected, there was a tendency for the group as a

whole to test above the average in achievement, but this is not sur-

prising when we consider that the Portland School System operates a

ten months school term and that the Laurel/wet Elementary School

attracts many of the best teachers in the Portland School System.

It is more surprising that the achievements of the pupils wore re.

latively so low under the existing favorable circumstances. It is

evident that merely by getting to be a teacher in the Leurelhurst oom-

amity, one is not spared the difficulties of meeting individual di!-.

forenoon.
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The rsmgesof achievement and intelligence quotients in all of

the classes in the Laurelhurst School are considerable. The general

statement that the best of the fourth graders are better than the

poorest of the eighth graders applies to this school as well as to

many others throughout the United States. It is of primary importances,

if one is to meet the needs of the children, that every effort be made

to meet the individual differences and to try to lead them to work up

to reasonable capacity in their educational activities in and out of

school.

In this particular communfty, the pupils were of a narrower range

in chronological age for their grades and better than average in achieve-

ment. The home backgrounds of the pupils varied considerably, due to

the differences in interests among the parents. One parent, an electri-

cal engineer, had an excellent science laboratory in the basement for .

his son. Other parents, musically inclined, gave their children unusual

opportunities in music. Some parents were sports-minded, and their

youngsters had excellent backgrounds in whatever activities interested

their parents. These differences in the home background tended to empha-

sise individual differences and abilities among the pupils at school.

It would seem also from the reading records of the home -room sec-

tion that one should emphasize a pupil's growth in terms of his own

ability and previous achievement. This, after all, is but one phase of

meeting the problems of individuals. The challenge to any teacher is

the problem of meeting as many of the needs of each of the pupils in

his or her class as possible in order to insure the beet possible ad-

justment and the best possible growth on the part of the pupil.

A few suggested provisions for the meeting of indivickel
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differences wound be thats

1. pupils keep personal records of their own
gains in (a) reading comprehension and aimed,
(b) spelling, (0) writing, (d) language arts,
and (e) social subjects.

2. each pupil be given a book at his actual
grade level in reading, spelling, and arith..
metic if possible books that do not have grads
designations upon the% because no pupil likes
to feel that others know he: is not doing work
on his assigned grade level.

3. grouping in physical education be swoon-
plished according to the amount of coordination
and skin and sive of each pupil.

14 opportunity should be given for each pupil
to develop his own particular interest in
athletics, science, or music as dully as he cares
to do this.

54, a period of free time be allotted each pupil
in order that he may read books of his own
choosing or carry on in other wort while achy -
it3es. This helps develop his initiative and
helps his to feel responsibility for his own
achievements.

6. each child have an opportunity to express
himself in worthwhile group meetings, In no
other 'Nosy can be get the experience in ele-
mentary-parliamentary procedure and in the giver-
and-take that is required of the ordinary citisen.

7. every effort be made to develop the qualities
of leadership in gifted children, Assignment as
class librarian with real responsibility or as
class visual aids director with the understanding
that his suggestions will be given fall consider..
atian are too possibilities. Every opportunity
should be taken that will show the pupil that
power or reward comes from effort and the
acceptance of responsibility.
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?able X maimed
Oaetzpational Group (16)

1. Parser
2. Wage Senor
3. Clerical
4, indepondent Swims*
510 Salaried 'tains.*
6. Salaried Professional
7. Inkimentomi Professional
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TAB= Ix

SECTION 3At Oradea Four B and Five A. Survey made September 18, 1%

intelligence Quot.-
ient

Otte Intelligence
Test.

10 1
9 U

10 4
10 4
9 3
9 7

10 1
9 9

10 4
9 0
9 6
10 3
10 2
10 6
9 11

10 6
1010
9 9
9 8
10 6
9 8
10 0
10 3
9 9

10 4
10 7

los
109
128
102
110
111
103
116
101
113
108
ite
108
99
101
102
106
117
3,3.7

103
104
104
103
95
95
98

Average Grade
Achievement

Metropolitan
Achievemont Test

4.0
3.9
3.7

3.4
3.3
3.3
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.8
2,7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
1.9
1.8
1.6

Occupational Oroup1m
A000rdlAt to Neva.
time' Claseificatinne21,Atmansastska.

4
3
6
7

2
2
5
7
2
2
6

2
3
4
a
7
4
6

3
2

Occupational Group (16)

1. Varner
2. Wets Earner
3. Clerical
4. Independent Businsse
5. Salaried Smainoss
6. Salaried Professional
7. Independent Professional
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TABLE SY

SECT/ON 12* Oradea Five B and Six A. Survey made September 18, 1945

Intelligence Quot.
/ant

Otis Intelligence
Test

Average Grade
Achievement

Metropolitan
Aebieterept Test

Occupational. Grouping
According to Oesupa.
tional Classifieations
of the Cenpus Ihr,au

11 6 130 7.1 611 3 3.11 6.6 411 9 119 6.5 211 8 121 6.5 710 11 109 6.4 7u3 116 6.3 411. 1 110 6.2 710 7 121 6.2 511 2 111 6.]. 411 0 113 6.1 411 1 110 6.1 611 1 120 5.9 2
13. 0 114 5.9 43.0 31 109 5.8 311 9 1.07 5.8 511 0 107 5.8 511 8 101 5.8 511 3 109

107
5.7
5.6

3
311 2 111 5.6 711 9 112 5.6 310 6 117 5.5 210 1 110 5:5 4

1.0 8 U3 5.3 2
11 107 5.3
1.0 9 109 710 3.0 3.07 4.5 5

Ocespati.onal °reap (16)

1. Parser
2. Wags Zanier
3. Mertes].
4. Independent Business
5. Salaried Business
6. Salaried Professions].
7. Zadepsadent Professionsl



TABLE V

310TION 13s Grade fils A. Survey made September 18, 1945

Into lligenee Qua.
lint

Otis Intelligence
Telt

Avenge Grade
Aeh

iletropoUtan
AlltdaSelltatd.

49

Oseupational Grouping
Aeoording to Oecopc.
tional Classifications
of the Omens Bureau

U is 128 6.9 3
131 6.0 5u 6 118 60,11 211 1 3.21 6.4 1

11 10 115 6«3 211 1 3.15 6.3 610 9 121 6.2 510 9 128 6.2 211 4 115 6.2 311 7 316 6.2 3
3.1 1. 112 6.0 6
3.22. 79 5.8 3
11 6 99 5.8 5
13. 5 115 5.7 2
12 3. 109 5.6 311 6 102 5.4 2
13. 1,0 91 5.4 211 9 96 5.2 2
13 5 102 5.2 511 a 88 4.8 511 2 118 44.711 7 87 4.6 212 1 93 4.4 2
12 5 93 4.0 5

Occupational Group (10
1: Farmer
2. Wage Farrar
3. Clerical.
4. Independent Business
5. Salaried Business
6. Walled Professional
7. ',Mope's lent Professional
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31Table PI st)rtinced

Occupational. Croup (16)

1 Farmer
2, Wage Zara.?
3* Clarical
4. Irelepsndant Business
5. Selariad Business
6. Salaried Professional
7s indepindart, Profeamionsl
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?ABLE Yu

SECTION 15, Grade Seven A.

intelligenae Quot.
tent

Otis Int elligenee
Teat

Survey lade September 18, 1945

Average Grade Occupational grouping
Achieves it According to Ocou.ra.-

Metropolitan tional Classifioations
Lchipverpnt Teat the Census Streets,

1.2 3. 331 10.9 612 2 132 10.6 6
10 11 131 8.5 211 9
3.2 5

130
125

8.1
8.1

3
312 0 118 7.4 2

3.2 3. 114 6.8 512 1 118 6.8 3
12 2 106 6.8 312 0 107 6.8 2
12 3 3.15 6.8 412 4 105 6.6
3.2 4 95 6.212 3 103. 6.2
3.1 9 112 6.0
14 5 89 6.0
3.2 0 103. 6.0 212 3 102 5.9 2
3.2 7 94 5.9 512 3 9? 5.9 212 3 107 5.9 4
3.2 1 94 5.9 212 1 101 5.8 612 4
11 2.0
13 1

105
96
88

5.8
3.8
3.8

2
3
2

11 10
13 3.

102
93

5.6
3.6

2
632 7 9414 9, 83 5.6

Occupational Group (3.6)

1. Farmer
2, Wage Earner
3. Clerical
4. Independent Business
5. Salaried Business
6. Salaried Professional
7. Independent Professional.
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TABLE VIII

SECTION 16s Oradea Seven A and Seven B. Survey made September 18, 1945

Intelligence Quote.
ient

Otis Intelligent*
Test

Average Grade
Aohieverent

Metropolitan
Achievement Test

Occupational Grouping
According to Neva.
tional Classifications
of the Census Emma

12 6 136 10.0 511 9 132 8.6 7
13 95 8.5 S12 8 123 8.4 712 9 126 8.4 6
1,2 6 121 8.3 7
12 6 124 8.2 713 2 3.19 8.1 511 10 129 8.0 2
12 11 117 8.0 4
12 3 122 7.8 52,2 0 113 7.7 513 7 110 7.6 412 8 121 7.6 2
33 3 96 7.5 4
12 1.26 7.5 512 6 103 7.3 512 6 3.04 7.5 7
13 5 99 74 412 4 96 74 413 1 104 512 9 95 7.1 6
3.3 6 110 7.1 433 3 99 7.1 414 3 94 6.9 513 8 101 6.8
13 11 90 6.5 2

Occupational *cup (16)
1. Termer
2. Wag. Barren.
3. Clerical
4. Independent Business
5. Salaried Business
6. Salaried Professional
7. Independent Professional



TABLE 31

SECTION 17* trade Eight A. Survey made September 18, 1945

Intelligence Quot
tent

Ct is Intelligence
to Test

Avorage Orade
Achievenent
Metropolitan

Aohloveltent Test

54

Occupational Orouping
According to Occupa-
tional. Classifications
of the Census Bureau

13 1 121 9.7
12 6 146 9.5 5
13 3 126 9.1 4
13 4 136 9.1 5
14 1 109 8.6 3
13 8 111 8.6 3
12 11 134 8.5 3
12 8 125 0.3 3
12 123 8.3 5
13 6 113 8.3

13 4 116 8.3 2
12 11 124 8.2
12 11 125 8.1 5
12 9 118 8.1 3
13 6 107 8.1 4
13 3 114 8.1 7
13 3 108 7.9 4
13 0 119 7.8 6
13 10 119 7.7 6
13 9 110 7.6 2
13 11 102 7.5 6
13 2 110 7.4 2
13 1 100 7.3 6
13 3 93 7.0 2
13 6 103 7.0 3
13 3 103 6.8 2
13 2 89 6.8 2
13 9 103 6.8
14 3
13 3
13 4
13 7

91
U4
98
80

6.7
6.7

3.7

6
3
5
4

Ocoupational Group (16)

1. Farmer
2. Wage Earner
3. Clerical
4. indepsiviont Business

5. Salaried Business
6. Salaried Professional
7. Independent Professional



SECTION 181 Grade Eight A.

TAME X

urvey mode September 121, 1945

Intelligence Quot.
lent

Otis Intelligence
Teat

Average {loads
Aehievement
Metropolitan
Achievement Te

13 2 135 3.0.0
12 3 129
13 11 119 9.1
12 8 124 9.2
13 5 119 9,2
13 0 126 9.1
12 6 137 9.1
12 10 327 8.9
13 1 131 8.8
13 10 119 8.8
12 5 121 8.7
13 5 114 8.6
13 2 108 8.4
13 6 313. 8.413 6 110
13 4 115 8.1
1) 2 122 Owl
13 3
13 6

109
u5 8.1

8.0
14 5 96 7.613 4 7.613 4 109 7.613 6 93 7.5
34 3 92 7.5
14 0 86 7.4
13 0
12 6 3.04

U$
7.4
7.3

14 4 104 7.3
14 4 97 7.2
13 4 111 7.1
13 0 93 7.1
13 2 93 7.0
13 7 94 6.9
13 9 76 6.2

Occupational Group (16)

1. Parser
2. Wage Earner
3. Clerical
4. Independent Business
5. Salaried gaminess
6. Salaried Professional
7. Independent Professional

55

Occupational Orouping
Aocording to (karma.
tional Classifications
of the Census Bureau

2
5
4
6
6
4
5
4
2
5
5
6
2

2
2
5

7
2
7
2
2
2
7
4
7
5
2
2
7
6
2
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SECTION 19i Grads Eight S. Strew mad. Septssdier 18, 1945

111443.141112.10
goat

Otis intelligenea
Tosti

13 5
12 9
12 11
13 0
15 4
33
13 7
13 1
33 4
13 $
13 10
33 7
33 5
13 9
14 3.0
13 10
13 $
33 10
3.3 7
14 2
12 10
1.3 8

Avers. tirade
Aehievement

lietrepolitan
ActikisTeas* PIO

10.6
10.0
10.0
9.9
9.4
9.3
9.3
9.2
9.0
9.0
8.7
8.7
8.6
$.5
8.3
8.2
8.2
84.
8.0
7,8
7.3
7.0

56

Oosupational Grooving
Aeserding to Oestiva
tional Claosiii.sations

Vte New Pomo

4

4
5
4
7
5
2

2
5
5
4
2
2
4
2
4
1
2
3

°salvational Croup (16)

1. Parmer
2, Sags Earnsr
3. Clerieal
4. Indipsmient Doings*
3. Salaried Business
6. Salaried Professional
7. Imispendent Professional
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TA
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ZU

C
C

M
PA

R
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N
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ber

a, 1945

to January

20,

1946.A
ll

Seoree

are

A
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G
radeand

M
onth

of the

Pupil

R
eading

A
libi
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A
ccordingto M

etropolitan

R
eading

Test

sa.lit-fintrakitLaa.214-

R
eading

A
ehiavenent

A
w
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etropolitan

R
eading

Teata. of January

20.

1946

9.0

10.68.3 10.88.4
8
.
8

10.47;9 9;7?el

10;07;2

7.97;6 9;78.5 10.47:7 S.37.7 9;25.8 8.48;5 10.27.3 9;77.3 6;57.0 10;08
.
0

8;77.5 9;35;9

7;76.7 8.35:96;4 C
S 9.27;0 9;36;6 8.77;3 9:25.2 7;35;7

5;45;7

7;2C
O 7;95;3

6.65;6

6.65;8

0;45.4 7.95.1 7.35.6 6.8



TABLE If!
nooks reed boupson spprarjaste dates of Ostdber 1, 1945to 4/anew 1,, 1946. Yrs, time included the unscheduled
time in alas' half an hour a weeks ti in the library
and time away from sabool Interest was the sole element
Lu deterairdng the number and type of book read.

afar ;VI A* fir,

14 43
5 6
5 5

.6
12

15
7
3Is
7
6

5
36
14
ao
2
19
13
10
13

11
47
21
6

29




